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REMOVING BULLET-OPERATION IN ROUND ROUSE

Rural Nebraska, like t he rest of the nation, had
not become hospital conscious when I came to the
state to practice.
The physician of the eighties had to be truly an
aU-around man. Accidents happened then as now
and called for the very best there was in the local
doctor. If he failed he failed miserably. I remember
the case of a man who was accidentally shot. The
bullet entered above and to the outer side of the knee
and lodged below the knee in the soft tissues of the
posterior surface of the leg. The near-by physician
first called was afraid to attempt remove! of the bullet and advised leaving it. Not satisfied the patient
had me called to go some twenty miles to 1·emove the
bullet, an operation easily accomplished. The first
physician merely lacked nerve.
About 1883 or 1884, 1 assisted a railroad surg·eon
in a neighboring town in amputating a trainman's
foot in the roundhouse. The bral<eman had a bunk
in the roundhouse, so it was his abode. A table was
improvised by using a door laid on blocks. Hot water was obtained from the engine boiler. The foot
which had been caught under a car wheel was ampu82
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tated. The next day the surgeon put the patient on
the train and took him to the home of his parents, at
the other end of the run.
DEPRESSED FRACTURE OF SKULL

A sixteen-year-old boy was kicked on the right
temple by a horse, producing a depressed fracture of
the skull which rendered him unconscious. With the
assistance of a confrere, the patient was placed on a
kitchen table in a slovenly kept home, the head
shaved, and the f ragments elevated, several fragments being removed. He made a good recovery.
A physician-friend in a neighboring county told
me he elevated a depressed fracture of the skull with
a metallic husking peg (of a type then in use) which
he saw hanging on the wall, after the attending physician, lamentingly, had said, "If only we had a
trephine or some other surgical instrument to raise
it up."
I am reminded of an incident in a recent book
Deep Water, by C. A. Mitchell, a retired sea captain, who relates, how, when a petty officer, he did
his first "surgery" when a big Russian Finn fell
striking on his head, denting his skull on top, as if
he had landed on a ring bolt, but not breaking the
ski n. The dent was 3 inches in diameter and half
an inch deep. The man remained unconscious for
hours. As the sailing vessel was 12 days out of
Melbourne the author asked the captain's permission to try to relieve the patient. With a crude, but
ingenious contrivance, .space forbids describing, the
petty officer "surgeon" succeeded in bringing the
depressed portion flush with the rest of the skull.
The work was so all-absorbing that the operator was
startled when a voice said, "Vat the 'ell you do mit
83
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mein yed ?"-The patient had regained consciousness!
All of which tends to show that when confronted
with a. desperate condition we cannot unload on other
shoulders, we must rise to the occasion.
SCALPED

Three cases of accidental scalping from ear to ear,
from the eye brows ba'c kward fell to my lot for surgical care. One had, in ·addition, a depressed fracture of the skuiJ and a separation of the skull at the
fronto-parietal s uture. The patient, a four-year-old
boy, was brought to my office, where I trephined the
skull, elevated the depression, crowded the interdigitations of the frontal and parietal bones together as
well as possible, bt·ought the scalp forward wtth
about thirty-five sutures and established stab-wound
drainage over the occiput. The father rented a room
in town and personally did all the mn'sing. The boy
was delirious for several days. A wet skull-cap was
applied to the entire head and was kept wet with
boric acid solution. After four stormy days and
nights, r ecovery was uneventful.
FIRST APPENDECTOMY IN NOHTH NEBRASKA

Without a doubt the very first operation for the
removal of the appendix ever pe1·formed in North
Nebraska, was done by Dr. F. L . Frink of Newman
Grove, Nebr., and myself on Decem ber 18, 1892, at
a farm home 16 miles in the country. I was called
to see the patient, a sixteen-year-old girl, in consultation; a previously made diag•nosis of appendicitis
was confirmed and operation advised and agl'eed
upon.
The kitchen table was requisitioned for an opel'ating table. Basins were scarce at the home but sev84
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cral earthenware milk crocks were sterilized by !Joiling in a wash boiler. The instruments were sterilized by boiling. She~ts, towels and gowns were
sterilized by dry heat in the oven of the kitchen

A Busy Prairie Doctor at 33.

stove. Dr. Frink had been gold medalist in surg·ery
in medical school and naturally, I supposed he would
do the operation; but he insisted (no doubt in deference to my seniority in years), that I do the operation. He gave the anaesthetic and also assisted.
The appendix lay under the incision made when the
abdomen was opened-and this may have saved us
some embarrassing moments, for, has not one heard
85
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of cases of young surgeons hunting for the appendix
in vain? The operation was "fearfully and wonderfully'' done. The patient lived to bear ten children.
This case demonstrates a bit of courage of two
frontier general practitioners at a time when little
was known in rural Nebraska about the operation
for the removal of the appendix and but a few years
after the fi1·st operations were done by specialists in
the larger cities.
It is generally conceded that Morton of Philadelphia did the first operation for the removal of the
appendix after a definite diagnosis, April 23, 1887.
McBurney of New York, performed his first appendectomy May 23, 1888, and later published his classical paper on appendicitis which at once took hold of
the imagination of surgeons the world over and resulted in popularizing appendectomy.
During the nineties we did numerous appendectomies and appendicotomies (draining abscesses of
the appendix) at the homes of patients with satisfactory results and so have other, older, general
practitioners.
Emergency surg·ery had to be done in all kinds of
homes, including sod houses, many of them under
the most unsanitary conditions. But with it all, if
operators were fa irly well grounded in pathological
anatomy and had some manual dexterity, the results
were satisfacto1·y-particularly when practical antisepsis was employed. This leads me to r elate what
a noted surgeon-friend of my own years of service
and who has had a vast experience ·in emergency
surgery in all kinds of homes, says:
"The modern surgeon is in reality a hot-house
plant, also the tl'ained nurse; they would be hopelessly useless were they called upon to do some of
86
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the emergency work that you and I have done in
private homes, many of them under the most unfavorable sunoundings. And they were successful
too!"
BOILED WATER

This is strong language, not fu lly intending what
it says, we may well believe; but it does call attention to the contrast of working in a modern hospital
with every convenience and operating in pioneer
homes with no conveniences at all. It does anot her
thing: it emphasizes the fact that where boiled
water can be obtained it is possible to do an operation with reasonable probability of a s uccessful
result.
MASTOID DISEASE

It fell to my lot quite early in my professional
career to have a number of cases of mastoid disease
to treal. In the first case, a half grown boy some
miles in the country, I made an incision over ihe
most prominent nart of the mastoid process and
drilled through the bone. Tbis was an approved
method at that t ime. Pus flowed freely and the
patient recovered in a reasonable time. I met this
patient a year ago and he told me "You certain ly
did a good job!" These little reactions coming to
one in later life are very pleasing. Later I used the
chisel, gouge and bone scoop in such cases. One
case I was called to treat was that of a close friend,
who after suffering fo1· some days and nights agreed
to operation, but after arrangements had been made
to do it on the following morning, he recalled me to
his home and said in effect, 11You are all right and I
believe you can do this; but this is my head and I
would rather have an expert do it. I have decided
to have you take me to Omaha in the morning to a
87
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specialist." 1 accompanied him to Omaha lo the
original Methodist Hospital (a square frame building of two stories and an attic, originally built fo1· a
home) and gave the anaesthetic for the operation.
This was my first contact with a hospital and nurses.
This was before 1890.
HUPTURED TUBAL PREGNANCY

I have no recollection of ever hearing anything
about extra-uterine pregnancy while in medical
school. If a lecture was given on that subject it
fai led to register for me. I had however read Lusk's
description in his Midwifel'Y and had no doubt read
references to the subject in medical journals. Lawson Tait did the first operation for ruptured tubal
pregnancy in 1883. When, therefore, confronted
with this condition quite unexpectedly not many
years after engaging in practice, I am proud even
at this day to realize that I rose to the occasion in a
few minutes after being called. I am confident the
general practitioner in the pioneer west, perhaps everywhere, knew very little about the condition at
that time. I had never heard any physician mention

it.
I was called in the early morning· to the bedside
of a lady who was found by her husband in great
agony and unable to tell what had happened. 1 at
once gave her a hypodermic of morphine for relief,
then p1·oceeded to make a systematic exam ination.
Finding blood stains on her gown 1 at first jumped
to the conclusion that she was having a miscarriage,
something that had happened several times. By bimanual examination I felt a boggy mass in the culde-sac, but no softened or dilated os. Repeating t he
examination in half an hour, the mass in the cul-de88
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sac felt more decidedly boggy. I told the husband
something very dish·essing had happened- that she
had had an internal hemorrhage from a ruptured
extra-uterine pregnancy. By this t ime the patient
was unconscious and almost pulseless at the wrist
and the husband suggested I might have given her
too much morphine. I explained that the internal
bleeding was accountable for the collapse. Hot applications, hypnde•·mics of heart stimulants, t·aising
the foot of t he bed, all were used during a long six
hours before the radial pulse reappeared. l then
suggested that an Omaha surgeon be called. Arrangements were made to bring him and a nurse by
special locomotive. By the time he arrived at the
home the patient was rallying well. The operation
done 12 hours lateT, proved successful, the patient
making a prompt recovery.
This was my first contact with a trained nurse in
a home. The surgeon had brought her along as assistant for the operation, but we insisted on her remai ning to care for the patient.
The systematic care, the systematic record of
pulse and temperature, the systematic care of bodily
functions and the innumerable little attentions the
t rained nw·se gave the patient to add to her comfort made a deep impression on me.
Before the end of the nineties I saw perhaps a
dozen cases of ruptured extra-uterine pregnancy
several of them in consultation. All these cases were
operated on at home, most of them by local surgeons
and all recovered.
VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA

A farmer's wife twelve miles in the country was in
labor twenty-six hours before I was called to attend
8!1
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her. The fetus was dead, macerated and bloated
out of all semblance of normality and weighed 18
pounds. The head had no doubt rested against the
pubic bone for many hours before I was called to
deliver her. A urinary examination showed sugar.
On a restricted diet she became sugar free, but began to complain of an indefinite pain in the vagina.
Examination disclosed a sloughing vaginal vault, and
after a number of days, leakage of urine occuned
through a fistu lous tract in the center of the sloughing area-a vesico-vaginal fistula. The matter was
explained, a nurse was put on the case and after the
s lough had separated, with the assistance of two
neighborhood physicians I did an operation for the
repair of the fistula, with much fear and trembling,
remembet·i ng the dictum to draw the ligatures "just
tight enough, but not too tight!" Fortunately the
repair was a success. Later it fel1 to my lot to have
another such case which T also repaired and with
good result.
In a neighboring community thirty miles distant,
a young practitioner with an interest in sur gery, was
called to a nine-year-old boy who had been accidentally shot through the abdomen with a 22 bullet. It
was early summer. The home had burned a week
befo1·e and the people were temporm·ily living in the
chicken house. The physician had as helpers a
phal·macist and young bank clerk. Water was boiled,
an operating table improvised under a blooming
cherry tl·ee, the child anaesthetized, the abdomen
opened, eight perforations of the llowels found and
~ulu red and the boy recovered without any spE!t:Ja l
postoperative incidents.
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SlX DAY TRIP TO PATIENT

A friend who was division railroad surgeon for
about forty-five years relates an interesting experience in pioneer surgery. A physician a hundred
miles up the line telegraphed him to come on the
evening train prepa1·ed to amputate. Reaching the
physician's home he was told the patient lived in the
Dakota Indian country two days' pony drive away.
They started early in the morning, drove all that day
and all the next before reaching the ranch home of
the patient who had gangrene of the leg following
exposure and freezing of the foot and leg. After a
night spent at the patient's home they amputated
above the knee and remained with the patient the
rest of that day and the following night. Necessary
dressings were left with the family-there was no
nurse. The physicians were two days in returning,
having spent six days on the trip. The patient
1·ecovered.
OSTEOMYELITIS

A German boy some miles from town developed a
pain in his thigh referable to the region of the prominence or greater trochanter. As a child he had had
osteomyelitis of the tibia. I t hought it a pain in the
bone and told the family. He always suffered at
night and was fairly comfortable during the daytime.
No permanent relief followed my treatment so they
employed several other physicians, received various
diagnoses, but no relief. They betook themselves to
a somewhat noted German physician in Omaha who
told them it was sciatica. No relief followed the
German physician's treatment; so one night they
again called me. I again told them I believed it was
bone disease and asked to have a friend called in
consultation. The consultant wanted to try a new
91
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1·emedy which he had read for sciatica. We came to
an understanding that the consultant's remedy
should be tried for tiU'ee days and nig·hts and if no
relief followed, I was to have the privilege of opening the thigh in search for dead bone. When his
remedy fa iled I opened the thigh over the painful
spot which was the greater trochanter and found
the dead bone. It was cleaned out, recovery followed.
ENUCLEATION OF F.YIO.:

A farm hand was kicked by a horse, the resulting
injury being an impacted fracture of the malar bone
-the prominence of the cheek-and the outer border
of the orbit and the rupture of the eye ball with escape of the lens. The patient was given emergency
care, fo r he was in shock. After a few days I
enucleated the eyebaU at his home. lie made a good
recovery and was fitted with an artificial eye.
EMI'YEMA-GASTRO-PLEUHAL FISTULA

A family from Iowa moved into the community
with a four-year-old child who had recently had an
attack of pleuro-pneumonia. The ch ild was not convalescing satisfactorily. She carried a variable abnormal temperature, rapid pulse, etc. My first impression was that resolution had not taken place,
but la ler bulging between the ribs was noticeable.
I suspected empyema, (something I had never encountered) and told the family. They were not impressed so the matter drifted until there was bulging
below the scapula pointing as an absct!::;s. I was allowed to open this. Drainage continued indefinitely.
Finally they took the child to a well known Omaha
internist who called an equally well known surgeon
who did a pleu rotomy, (an incision bel-ween the ribs
92
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to drain the pus from the chest cavity). The child
was returned to my care and in time the incision
closed. The child again became ill and the incision
reopened. Following the later procedure the child
g·ained appreciably and developed an appetite but
continued to have an evening rise of temperatw·e.
The season had advanced to the period when spring
radishes were available. The patient drank much
milk and with other foodstuffs, ate some radishes.
One day after eating radishes and drinking a lot of
milk she complained that something was running
down her back.
On opening the dressings it was at once apparent
that milk had run out of the drainage tract and there
were unmistakable pink radish skin particles scattered over the d1·essings : the poor child had developed a gastro-pleural fistula, an opening between the
chest cavity and the stomach. This raised a question that solved itself, for jn time the fistula closed
and the empyema also cleared up. I saw that girl
after she had grown to womanhood-a sturdy, buxom lady.
The purpose of this chapte1· is to show how tho
pioneer physician was handicapped in his work and
how he had to handle the emergencies befoTe him.
The experiences were not outstanding, they were a
part of the eru·ly physician's daily grind. If a man
of parts, he rose to the occasion.
1f we pioneer country doctors struggled along performing our surgery in the homes it should be remembered that even the larger cities had only
meagre hospital facilities at this time.
St. Joseph's in Omaha, dates from 1880, although
ru10Lher Order had furnished some hospital facilities
earlier. Of other Omaha hospitals, Clarkson Memo-
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rial, established as a child's hospital in 1881, did not
admit adults until 1885. The Omaha ·Eye and Ear
Infi1·mary established in the middle eighties by Dr.
Lynn B. Graddy and Dr. Harold Gifford, in a two
story house became the nucleus, in 1891, of the present Methodist Hospital.
Immanual Hospital was established in 1890; the
"Presbyterian" Hospital (later abandoned) was established in 1893, and the Wise Memorial (now the
Lutheran) , in 1899. St. Elizabeth Hospital, Lincoln, was founded by fou r Franciscan sisters and
Bishop Bonacum in 1889 by the purchase of a private t-esidence for $20,000. It has grown through
many viscisitudes into a hospital of 200 beds.
St. Mary's Hospital, Columbus, for many years the
only hospital in all North Nebraska, was founded in
1879, largely at first for the accommodatiot1 of the
Union Pacific railroad and for many years remained
a small institution although now it has 218 beds.
Not only had the laity not become hospital conscious, but early-day surgeons did not feel the need
of hospitalization. That is a development which has
come largely since the turn of the century.

